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Abstract
We show that it is possible to prepare and identify ultra-thin sheets of graphene on crystalline
substrates such as SrTiO3, TiO2, Al2O3 and CaF2 by standard techniques (mechanical
exfoliation, optical and atomic force microscopy). On the substrates under consideration we
find a similar distribution of single layer, bilayer and few-layer graphene and graphite flakes as
with conventional SiO2 substrates. The optical contrast C of a single graphene layer on any of
those substrates is determined by calculating the optical properties of a two-dimensional
metallic sheet on the surface of a dielectric, which yields values between C = −1.5% (G/TiO2)
and C = −8.8% (G/CaF2). This contrast is in reasonable agreement with experimental data
and is sufficient to make identification by an optical microscope possible. The graphene layers
cover the crystalline substrate in a carpet-like mode and the height of single layer graphene on
any of the crystalline substrates as determined by atomic force microscopy is dSLG = 0.34 nm
and thus much smaller than on SiO2.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Graphene has recently attracted much attention due to its
unique electronic properties (see, e.g., [1, 2]). Part of
graphene’s attraction comes from the fact that it is fairly easy
to produce. The easy preparation of graphene is not only due to
the simple mechanical exfoliation process but also in part due
to the Si–SiO2 substrate it is usually prepared on, which offers
several advantages. It is relatively cheap and easy to obtain,
easy to clean, and with an appropriately chosen SiO2 thickness
it is very easy to identify even sheets of graphene a single layer
thick. As a consequence, the preparation of graphene on SiO2

has been perfected by many groups and a variety of important
results have been obtained from this type of sample.

However, there are a number of reasons for studying
graphene on a larger variety of substrates. For example, any
effects connected to the type of substrate, like doping, binding
properties or crystallinity could be studied and possibly
exploited. The current focus on SiO2 is not so much given
by any unique physical property but simply by the fact that
graphene sits on a thin dielectric, which makes it easy to
identify even with standard optical microscopy. It was shown
that the astonishing visibility of graphene is mainly due to an

interference effect between the graphene and the thin layer of
SiO2 [3, 4]. The optimum SiO2 thickness to make graphene
visible was calculated using the Fresnel formula to be 90 nm.
This results in a maximum contrast of C ≈ 12% which is easily
visible in a standard optical microscope. In the following we
demonstrate that an appreciable contrast can be achieved on
bulk dielectrics without the need for thin films. This opens
up the possibility of studying graphene on a large variety of
substrates, which may be crystalline and have properties and
interactions with graphene greatly differing from those of SiO2.

2. Experimental details

We applied the standard exfoliation technique [2] to deposit
graphene on SrTiO3(100), TiO2(100), Al2O3(1102) and
CaF2(111) single crystal surfaces (Crystec, Korth). These
materials are widely used and are commercially available with
a very high surface quality. Figure 1 shows atomic force
microscope (AFM DI-3100, intermittent contact mode) images
of clean samples taken directly from the package without any
further surface treatment. Terraces are easily identified, the
step edges, however, appear fuzzy, except in the case of CaF2

where straight cleavage steps are typical. The mean roughness
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Figure 1. Image taken by AFM (Nanosensors PPP-NCHR, f0 = 209–497 kHz) of the pristine substrate surfaces: (a) CaF2, (b) Al2O3,
(c) SrTiO3, (d) TiO2. Terraces are separated by monoatomic straight (CaF2) or fuzzy (oxides) step edges. The image size is indicated by
scale bars.

is below 0.5 nm and usually no contamination is detected on
the oxidic surfaces, whereas CaF2 is easily contaminated by
adsorbents, most likely water [5]. For optical microscopy (see
figure 2) we used an Olympus BX40 (100× NA 0.9), and
Raman spectra to determine the number of graphene layers
were recorded with a Jobin-Yvon LabRam microscope system.
The spectra were excited with a laser of 633 nm wavelength
and a laser power of ≈4 mW. Single layer and bilayer flakes
were identified via the shape of the 2D line [6].

3. Results and discussion

When sheets of graphene from a single crystal of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite are exfoliated onto a pristine
surface of any of those crystals, results as shown in figure 2
are obtained. Typically, flakes the size of several square
micrometres stick to the substrate. Most of the flakes are
identified as thick sheets of graphite (G), but we also find
graphene with a thickness of a few monolayers (FLG) or
eventually single layers (SLG). This is comparable with what
we find on substrates with 90 nm SiO2. In the case of CaF2

adsorbates are trapped underneath the graphene sheet; these
influence the contrast and show up as bright patches in the right
panel of figure 2(a). The optical contrast compared to graphene

Table 1. Calculated and experimentally determined contrast values
for various substrates.

Substrate n at 589 nm Ccalc in % Cexp in %

90 nm SiO2 1.5442 5–12 [4] +8
SrTiO3 2.4082 −1.9 −2.2
TiO2 2.612 −1.5 −3.0
Al2O3 1.7673 −4.3 −2.8
CaF2 1.4338 −8.8 −5.9

on 90 nm SiO2 is rather poor on all substrates (a few per cent
instead of 12%, see table 1) with the exception of CaF2. But in
all cases it is still sufficient to identify regions with single layer
flakes.

The clear visibility of even single graphene layers
demonstrated in figure 2 is somewhat surprising in view of the
general assumption that an appropriately chosen layer of SiO2

is a prerequisite for good optical contrast. In the following, we
will discuss this finding in more detail; this will open up a large
class of possible substrates for the investigation of graphene.
Abergel et al have already pointed out that in principle a thin
film is not necessary to make graphene visible as long as a
resonance condition with the substrate is fulfilled [7]. Here,
we have made use of another approach to calculate the optical
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Figure 2. (a) CaF2, (b) Al2O3, (c) SrTiO3, (d) TiO2. In each panel from left to right: images taken by optical microscopy (left); AFM (middle
and right) of graphene crystallites consisting of different numbers of graphene sheets found on the surface region marked by the square. The
size of the AFM images is indicated by scale bars.

contrast of a thin layer of graphene on any kind of (semi-
infinite) substrate without a thin film in between. It is based
on a transfer matrix approach to describe the reflection and
transmission properties of an electromagnetic wave interacting
with stratified media [8]. For the sake of clarity we assume
perpendicular incidence θ = 0. Our system is modelled by
a semi-infinite substrate (z < 0, index 3), a thin layer of
graphene (0 < z < �, index 2) and a semi-infinite slab of
air (z > �, index 1). The transfer matrix associated with the

graphene is given by

M(�) =
(

cos(k0n̂2�) −i 1√
ε̂2

sin(k0n̂2�)

−i
√

ε̂2 sin(k0n̂2�) cos(k0n̂2�)

)
(1)

where k0 is the wavevector and n̂2 = √
ε̂2 is the complex

refractive index, where the complex dielectric constant is given
by the complex electric conductivity, ε̂ = iσ̂

ε0ω
. The coefficients
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for transmission and reflection are then given by

r = (m11 + m12n̂3)n̂1 − (m21 + m22n̂3)

(m11 + m12n̂3)n̂1 + (m21 + m22n̂3)
(2)

t = 2n̂1

(m11 + m12n̂3)n̂1 + (m21 + m22n̂3)
(3)

with mi j the matrix elements. We are interested in the contrast
C = R0−R

R0
which can be calculated from the reflected intensity

with graphene R = |r |2 and the intensity of the reflected light
without graphene, R0 = | n̂1−n̂3

n̂1+n̂3
|2. Thus, we need to determine

r by using the matrix elements given by equation (1):

r =
{
(cos(k0n̂2�) − i

1√
ε̂2

sin(k0n̂2�)n̂3)n̂1

− (−i
√

ε̂2 sin(k0n̂2�) + cos(k0n̂2�)n̂3)

}
{
(cos(k0n̂2�) − i

1√
ε̂2

sin(k0n̂2�)n̂3)n̂1

+ (−i
√

ε̂2 sin(k0n̂2�) + cos(k0n̂2�)n̂3)

}−1

. (4)

To evaluate this expression we use the fact that the
thickness � of the graphene is orders of magnitude smaller
than the wavelength of visible light. Therefore, we treat
equation (4) in the limit � → 0, and account for the graphene
layer using a two-dimensional metallic sheet of conductivity
σ̂ 2D. To calculate the coefficient r we expand the sine and
cosine:

cos(k0n̂�) ≈ 1 −
(

k0n̂�

2

)2

,

sin(k0n̂�) ≈ k0n̂� −
(

k0n̂�

6

)3

.

With these expansions and in the limit of � → 0 equation (4)
becomes

r = n̂1 − n̂3 − σ̂ 2D

ε0c

n̂1 + n̂3 + σ̂ 2D

ε0c

. (5)

If we take the minimum conductivity of a single layer of
graphene σ̂ 2D = e2

4h̄ [7] and set n̂1 = 1 for air we obtain, for

any kind of substrate, R = | 0.9770−n̂3
1.0229+n̂3

|2. The corresponding
contrast values that were obtained for the substrates used in
the experiments are listed in table 1. As all imaginary parts
here are negligible only the real parts of the refractive indices
(taken from [9]) were used for the calculation. For comparison
we added the values for graphene on a thin film of SiO2 as
calculated by Blake et al [4]. The minus sign indicates that
the flake will appear brighter than the substrate. The values we
find in our experiment1 are in reasonable agreement with the
calculated contrast values. In the case of CaF2, which yields
the highest contrast, the lower experimental value might be
due to the adsorbates which are present on CaF2 cleaved and
imaged under ambient conditions [5]. A lower limit for the
optical detection of graphene is represented in this study by

1 Contrast values have been determined with the software package IGOR Pro
by averaging over several line scans.

TiO2 and SrTiO3 due to their high refractive index yielding
contrast values of only C ≈ −2%.

We analysed the height of single layer (dSLG) as well
as of bilayer graphene (dBLG) on the different substrates by
determining the step height from �80 individual line scans (see
figure 3) for each substrate. The resulting height distributions
were fitted by a Gaussian yielding the mean height and the
standard deviation. The baseline was determined by averaging
over several line scans taken from the respective uncovered
substrate. Raman spectra were recorded to provide a definitive
identification of single layer and bilayer flakes independently
of AFM. In the case of SiO2, additionally, the interference
colours were used to identify single and bilayer flakes. From
our combined optical, Raman and AFM data we found an
average height of the first graphene layer on SrTiO3, TiO2 and
Al2O3 of dSLG = (0.34±0.01) nm. This is a much lower value
than on SiO2 with dSLG = (0.83 ± 0.02) nm (see figure 3), the
latter being in good agreement with the literature [10]. The
step height between the first and the second layer of graphene
is again different on the crystalline substrates compared to
SiO2. For the oxides we found for the thickness of the bilayer
dBLG = (0.69±0.02) nm, which is twice the value of the single
layer. On SiO2 the value is dBLG = (1.2±0.4) nm, yielding an
interlayer distance between the first two layers close to 0.4 nm
but having a large deviation.

The values on the crystalline substrates of dSLG =
1
2 dBLG = 0.34 nm correspond very well to the nominal
extension of the unperturbed π -orbitals of a perfect single
graphene sheet. This indicates a very high quality of the
sheets as well as a strong bonding of the graphene to the
crystalline substrate. This is an important finding, as it has
already been discussed that the substrate plays a major role
in the transport properties of graphene. The substrate induces
charged impurities which lead to a locally increased density
of charge carriers [11, 12]. A change in mobilities can thus
be achieved by controlling the substrate. This is consistent
with the experimental observation of high mobilities in free-
standing graphene sheets [13].

In an earlier study it was shown that to some extent
graphene follows the texture of a GaAs substrate [14]. The
authors find that the stiffness of the graphene prevents it from
following substrate corrugations greater in height than ≈8 nm
in accordance with the values found for graphene on SiO2 [15].
From our AFM images it can be seen that the flakes cover the
substrate terraces (corrugation less than 0.4 nm) like a carpet
as the step edges are still clearly detected by the AFM, giving
the impression of a transparent veil (see figure 4). Note that the
steps are reproduced very well but the small-scale variations on
the terraces are not (see line scan in figure 4). For graphene
sheet thicknesses �17 ML the step edges can no longer be
identified in a topographic image.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the standard
techniques for preparing thin graphene sheets on SiO2 can
be extended to a variety of dielectrics. This opens up an
additional range of useful (affordable, easy to handle, high
surface quality) substrates and makes it possible to study
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Figure 3. Top: representative line scan and height distribution of graphene layers on SrTiO3 (AFM image on the right). Dotted lines represent
mean values as determined from height distributions. Bottom: representative line scan to determine the height of graphene layers on SiO2

(optical microscopy and AFM on the right). Dotted lines represent mean values. The inset shows Raman spectra taken from the same flake
clearly showing spectral features associated with single layer, bilayer and few-layer graphene.
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Figure 4. Left: AFM image of thick graphene crystallite on SrTiO3. Step edges can still be seen under 15 ML of graphene. Image size
2.5 × 2.5 μm2. Right: line scan along the dashed black line shown in the AFM image.

how the interaction of graphene with its supporting material
affects its electronic, magnetic and optical properties. From
the fact that the measured height of single graphene layers on
SrTiO3, TiO2 and Al2O3 is only 0.34 nm, we conclude that this
interaction is much stronger for these materials than for SiO2,
where the corresponding value is 0.8 nm.

Furthermore, we show experimentally and by transfer
matrix calculations that the deposited graphene layers can
easily be identified by optical microscopy, which greatly
facilitates preparation and inspection. As the exfoliation
technique can in principle be extended to ultra-high vacuum
conditions (see, e.g., [16]) where preparing clean, atomically
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flat, crystalline substrates is a standard procedure, the
graphene/substrate interface can be studied under very well
controlled conditions. This could be used to study the influence
of impurities and defects on the minimal conductivity in
graphene [12, 17] in a more systematic way.
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